Esso/Circle K
2375 Vincent Massey Dr,
Cornwall, ON K6H 5R6

This 24 hour enterprise is a harmonic mixture
of a branded gas station with a convenient
store. A gas station, also known as a filling
station, a facility which sells fuel and
lubricants for motor vehicles. We carry a range
of fuels universal to all motors such as Esso
Synergy Diesel, Esso Synergy Supreme, and
Esso Synergy Regular Gasoline! Our
convenient store was designed to provide
inexpensive options towards individuals tight
on time with a fresh and fast meal on the go!
Our inventory is designed for all age groups,
carrying ready to go meals, a variety of snacks,
freshly brewed coffee, hot lunches (limited due
to COVID-19), and frosters. We are also proud
to say that we are the only location to carry
Polar Pops in Cornwall! We carry OLG 649,
Nevada tickets, and many more! ATM
machines will also be available for any
individual that needs it!

Job Description:
The position opening up at our location is a front store cashier. This job is a vital position in our
enterprise. Responsibilities for this position consist of working within the latest technology on
the market with our Esso POS Bulloch system, to convey our point of sales. This technology will
aid you in handling cash, and different forms of payment; along with authorizing gas pumps.
However, we must try to limit gas spills, and take any precaution needed to prevent pollution.
Another requirement will be refilling and restocking merchandise on the shelf. We are known for
our customer service, and will invite members to our team that do the same. This position
requires excellent customer service skills that will aid customers with any support of questions
within their time at Circle K. All team members are required to adhere to TSSA regulations and
protocols, and must maintain a clean and safe environment to do so! Individuals will be required
to do back office work, and must be familiar with Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and
Outlook.

